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Export Recovery Needed 

The world economy has already seen better times. The big European Union fights 
against the Euro crisis, the weakening Euro and the growing opposition to the  idea of 
a common and united Europe. The difficulties of a really small partner like Greece 
disclosed that the European house is not as strong and stable as believed. The United 
States faces – thanks to permanent over spending – always the danger of an 
economic set-back. Japan is struggling now for many years to come back to its old 
growth path.  And China, for many years an important growth pole of the world, now 
shows the often expected lower speed of development and a comprehensive 
slowdown of its stock market.

In this context the news from India is encouraging. International organizations 
unanimously predict that economic growth in the current year will be among the 
highest in the world. For the coming two years rates of at least seven to eight per cent 
are expected – and even better results may come then. This does not seem to be 
unrealistic. Inflation is under control. Foreign investment is increasing. With more 
stability considerable  cuts of the interest rate will be possible, giving a push to 
industrial manufacturing and the whole economy. Together with the huge 
announced projects in infrastructure  and tor establishing  industrial corridors the 
country can achieve a sustainable upswing which is mainly based on its big
domestic market.

There is only one hair in the soup. Further growth means further appreciation of the 
Rupee. Exports will get more expensive and the foreign market oriented production 
will become less competitive. Last year showed already a stagnation of India's 
exports. And the first quarter of the current financial year ended with sixteen per cent 
lower earnings from foreign trade. Although India is not as export dependent as the 
Asian Tiger Countries, China and most European countries one should not treat this 
lightly. The industries which have to shoulder the burden of lower exports are mainly 
labour intensive. They provided for many years employment and income to millions 
of relatively poor families. And they should be able do this in future in the same way! 
Since the free trade agreement with the European Union is not yet ready, the best way 
out may be a broad export promotion programme. From my own experience I know 
that here good success is possible. Especially the small and medium sized Indian 
companies often need only little support to manage the entrance and penetration of 
foreign markets. They cannot manage this totally alone. Dedicated marketing 
assistance will bring considerable results.

One should try it.

With best regards

Yours

Dietrich Kebschull
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Training, SAS Maintenance Training, Skyguide, SR 
Technics, Air Berlin and United Airlines / Continental 
among others.

GERMAN KORN
The market for hard liquor is growing enormously in 
India. Scotch whisky, American whiskey, gin, vodka, 
Dutch genever and a lot of other drinks are widely 
available. However, German and Central Europeans may 
miss their Korn and Schnapps. This drink which is 
normally made from wheat has a lot of enthusiasts. 
Therefore the market leader for these drinks who is 
located in Northern Germany is looking for the Indian 
market. A first market study has been made as well as 
tests with potential buyers and consumers. The next 
steps will consist of the elaboration a marketing strategy 
and negotiations with potential partners.

BLOOD GAS ANALYSIS
Eschweiler offers a product line of reliable, fully 
automatic analyzers for the determination of blood 
gases, electrolytes and t-haemoglobin.  The company is 
continuously engaged in developments in the field of 
blood gas- and electrolyte analysis. Improvement in 
measuring methods and automatisation are always the 
priorities in order to offer reliable and easy to operate 
analyzers for clinics, medical practices and laboratories. 
After many years in India now  a joint venture with the 
long-term distributor has been made.

Mr. Michael Kuhl from Eschweiler signed the joint 
venture agreement for the new company in India to 
manufacture blood gas analyzers and related products 
in India. IGEP had assisted in each step to form the joint 
venture between Eschweiler and CL Micromed. The visit 
by Mr. Kuhl was to seal the successful culmination of all 
efforts done so far. The process for the company 
formation has begun. IGEP is still assisting the joint 
venture company in an advisory capacity as well as 
being the representative of Eschweiler in India.

DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS
Wiedemann Technik GmbH introduces certified 
stainless steel products as per DIN EN ISO 9001:2000.  
The products offered cover an extensive range such as 
floor drains, channels, crash guards,  door & windows, 
hygiene & furnishing elements, exterior design elements 
and control cabinets to the world of dairy products and 
beverages  which today expand in a big way in the north 
and west of India. Another production line consists of 
baby food and geriatric care which call for absolute 
hygiene. Quality solutions provided by Wiedemann 
Technik's technology are now establishing their 

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN BUSINESS 
CENTRE

TECHNOLOGY FOR ANIMAL FEED INDUSTRY
With poultry and animal feeding as a major interest in 
India, a leading German manufacturer of pellet dies and 
press-roll rings extends its services to companies in India. 
So far it is exporting to over 75 countries around the world. 

The firm has 50 years of experience in manufacturing 
pellet dies and therefore has know-how and the best 
offers with first class quality.  The technology is in good 
demand.  India is expected  to become a good market.

NET PACKAGING MACHINE FOR FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES
The packaging of fruits and vegetables is still at its 
nascent stage in India. With many retail outlets looking 
for packaged fresh foods in India, IGEP introduces a new 
German manufacturer and supplier of both automatic 
and manual packaging machines for the agro industry.  
This will open up better sales chances in the domestic as 
well as in foreign markets, since buyers are looking for 
hygiene, comfort, safety and quality.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SECTOR: WIND TURBINE 
DESIGN
Renewable energy has got high priority in the 
programmes of the new government.  The coastline of 
7517 kilometres and the mountain ranges prove to be an 
instant topographical support for wind energy. Aerodyn 
has been developing Wind Energy Conversion Systems 
(WECS or wind turbine) for manufacturers on the global 
market since 1983. Many of Aerodyn's innovative 
developments have influenced the state-of-the-art of 
wind turbines. Wind turbines developed by Aerodyn can 
be found on all five continents and produce energy on a 
reliable, economic and eco-friendly basis. The company 
was very successful in China. It has now developed also 
5MW offshore wind mills for China and Korea and is 
testing even bigger models of 6MW.

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR AVIATION
MINT TMS is deployed and used as a standard software 
product at aviation training organizations worldwide to 
optimize the training activities and to streamline the 
record-keeping and workflows.

MINT TMS solution is used by many leading customers 
from all around the globe. The reference list comprises 
Emirates, Air France, Embraer, Lufthansa, Cathay Pacific, 
Singapore Airlines, Virgin, JetBlue, Avianca, FedEx 
Express, Kalitta, Monarch, Qantas, Sabena Technics 
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presence in India in these sectors. With 70 years of 
experience in Germany and other countries, the 
company provides floor solutions to the industry with 
features such as resilience, anti corrosiveness and 
durability. Making kitchens and processing units of 
companies contamination free, it is hoped that the 
integration of these systems will pave the way for
foreign markets and the EU.

CLINICAL RESEARCH 
Amedon is specialized in developing and marketing web-
based solutions for data acquisition, data presentation, 
and data analysis in clinical research and medical 
applications. Some of the core services offered by 
Amedon include: eCRF, Networked Competence, 
Telemedicine  Process  Manager,   Secured 
Communications Portal, Quality &  Safety.

HEROSE
Herose GmbH belongs to IGEP's business partners in 
India. The company is among the  world's  leading 
manufacturers of Cryogenic 
Valves. Recently they have added 
a new product to their  wide  
product portfolio.

This is the new heavy-weight  
amongst  the HEROSE valves: the 
DN 200 size, Model variation in 
01341, weighing approximately 
130 kgs. This new globe valve in 
gated design for LNG follows the 
trend for ever larger nominal 
widths within the industry.

Recently, Herose got a special recognition. Leading 
economic organisations from Hamburg had started in 
2009 the contest “Hamburg's Best Employers”. This year 
the award was given to Herose for “special comparability 
of private and professional life”. 

Our heartiest congratulations!

(From right to left) Managing Director Dirk Zschalich and
HR head Markus Schröder receiving the award for Herose GmbH

EVENTS

BSCI ROUND TABLE HELD IN TIRUPUR, TAMIL NADU
On October 15th 2014, IGEP as BSCI Representative in 
India in cooperation with the Tirupur Exporters' 
Association (TEA) and supported by Solidaridad 
organized a BSCI Round Table in Tirupur, Tamil Nadu on 
“Industry and labour conditions in the South India
textile sector”.

The meeting was attended by more than 80 
stakeholders from the textile industry in South India. 
Senior executives from textile and garment exporting 
companies, entrepreneurs, domestic and international 
social compliance certification agencies, representatives 
of brands and buying houses, prominent local labour 
union leaders, NGOs, representatives from UNICEF and 
industry experts attended the meeting.  

Dr. Kebschull (Chairman, IGEP and BSCI Representative 
in India) welcomed the participants and gave a brief 
introduction of BSCI and its role in India. He specially 
mentioned about the trade union representatives and 
added that they know very well what is going on with 
the workers. He further said that there is a lot to learn 
from them as they are involved in day to day 
manufacturing operations. Dr. Kebschull also 
introduced Mr. David Weiss (Stakeholder Relations 
Officer of BSCI in Brussels) to the delegates.

A wide variety of topics concerning working conditions 
in the textile industry including garment exporters and 
spinning mills were discussed. Questions like “why 

international brands are not extending their help for 
such companies who have adopted social compliance in 
India?” were raised. In line with most participants, Miss 
Subhadra (Fair Labour Organisation) and Mr. T. R. Vijaya 
Kumar (NIFT-TEA) recommended that there should be 

Panel Discussion in Progress
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frequent and transparent communication & public 
relations. To facilitate this, one should try to 
institutionalize it. There has to be a collaborative spirit to 
attain beneficial outcomes for the industry as a whole 
and to spread the message that international social 
standards are to be complied with. Discussion on 
“Sumangali” was also brought up. After much work on 
that it was the common opinion that the last critical 
points should be finally solved jointly, without any 
further delay.

AUGUST ERNST PRE-LAUNCH EVENT
Hearty beer and tasty food is not everything. The Indian 
consumer is used to have in addition a wide choice of 
drinks before and after a good meal. IGEP organised an 
event with various drinks from the German company 
August Ernst in Oldesloer. The event changed fiction to 
fact and broke the myth that there is only one appetizer 
and that desserts were the only way to introduce energy 
after dinners.  The news of the launch of August Ernst's 
new products was eagerly looked upon by many 
connoisseurs. Whether, one beats stress, or looks for a 
new taste post meals, Oldesloer from Germany is bound 
to bring energy.

In 2014 August Ernst came to India to check the 
possibilities for an interesting range of premium spirits 
under its brand names:  Oldesloer, Specht, Greizer and 
Meeraner – with their diverse array of products. Made 
from natural materials, these drinks are excellent as 

 

appetizer or digestive or as a long drink with fruit juice or 
mineral water. The launch of August Ernst in India was a 
treat for eyes and ears. 

Fruity liqueurs are produced using carefully selected, 
high-quality fruit juices, natural flavours, sugar from 
agricultural cultivation and high-quality vodka. 
Sipping “Oldesloer Magentropfen" with steaming 
tikkas, cheese cutlets and corn, friends and experts 
were relished with this new found taste: Bitter oranges, 
ginger roots, orange blossom, true Ceylon cinnamon 
and cloves from East Africa and also extracts from 
cardamom, violet roots and allspice. A balanced 
composition of aromatic herbs such as caraway, 
coriander, aniseed and others make the Oldesloer 
Aquavit "Sankt Petrus" a unique taste and the guests 
were delighted with its fine taste and delicate aroma. 

You will be surprised how excellent the taste is.
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MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSME) 
CONCLAVE 
Dr. Dietrich Kebschull was invited to be a speaker in the 
National MSME Conclave 2014 on 19th November 2014 
organised by the Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 
(IICA). He spoke on 'Adoption of Social Compliance 
Standards to Boost SME Exports'.

The other prominent speakers included Dr. Bhaskar 
Chatterjee-Director General & CEO, IICA, Mr. P. 
Udaykumar-Director Planning & Marketing, NSIC, Mr. 
Ramji Suneja- Ministry of MSME, Government of India 
and Ms. Rana Usman - Head-Northern Region, National 
Stock Exchange to name a few.

Dr. Kebschull introduced IGEP and BSCI. He shared  that 
International buyers and brands source a variety of 
products from India as e.g. textiles and garments, home 
furnishing, carpets, gems and jewellery, handicrafts, 

bicycles, auto parts, electronics, machine tools, etc.  He 
added that the US and the EU are the biggest markets for 
the above products made by MSMEs. 

In the context of globalization and international 
competition, many companies source labour intensive 
goods from developing and newly industrialized 
countries. However, working conditions in these 
countries often do not comply with labour standards 
which are based on the agreements of the International 
Labour Organization (ILO) of the United Nations.

To address this issue, many companies and associations 
have created individual codes of conduct and 
monitoring systems. In addition comprehensive 
standard systems like BSCI, ISES, SA 8000 have come up.

Dr. Kebschull emphasized the growing influence of 
working conditions, environment and human rights on 
the acceptance of goods by foreign and domestic 
buyers. He explained the progress made by Indian 
companies and made it clear that MSMEs will have to 
follow these regulations very soon. He offered the 
support of IGEP in all related questions. He also 
announced that IGEP will try to continue its cooperation 
from early days with IICA in future. First planned 
meetings have already taken place.

BREMEN INDIA WEEK
Dr. Kebschull attended the Bremen India Week in 
Germany which took place from 24th to 30th November 
2014. He gave a presentation on 26th November on the 
topic 'India- An attractive business investment 
destination'. Dr. Kebschull spoke about the Indian 
economy, GDP growth rate, the current economic 
situation and the expected economic upswings. 
Furthermore he added the promising steps undertaken 
by the new government's policies, programs like 'Make 
in India' and other measures to boost India's image. He 
also mentioned the challenges and difficulties and 
concluded by sharing the major opportunities for 
Germany in upcoming projects in India. 

The morning session was attended by the Indian 
Ambassador to Germany, His Excellency Mr. Vijay 
Gokhale and the Consul General of India in Hamburg Dr. 
Vidhu Nair. Mr. Rudolf Weiler who cooperated since 
many years with IGEP was also a key note speaker. In the 
evening Dr. Kebschull was the moderator and main 
speaker in a panel discussion about 'Business in India' 
which was held in the famous Bremen Übersee Museum.

BSCI  ANNUAL  CONFERENCE
This Conference took place on 12 – 13 November in 
Brussels. Under the theme – “Sowing the Seeds for 
Sustainable Supply Chains” it brought together over 300 
representatives from industry, stakeholders and 
international organisations to network and dialogue on 
how to continue improving labour conditions in global 
supply chains. The best ways to move beyond social 
compliance in line with the new BSCI Code of Conduct 
launched in January 2014 was central to the conference 
discussions. 
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services is crucial for  the future business. The session 
with Dr. Kebschull saw a lot of interaction with 
participation from government bodies, energy and 
research institutes and stakeholders from the industry.

Glimpses of the conference

The approaches to support BSCI participants to move 
beyond compliance were presented during the keynote 
speech (“From Auditing to Innovation”) by this year's 
special guest, Prof. John Ruggie, former UN Special 
Representative on Business and Human Rights. This was 
followed by a day full of debates, inspiring discussions 
from panels of notable experts and breakout sessions 
uniting stakeholders with businesses amongst others on 
how to share responsibility and achieve increased 
sustainability impacts.

Apart from these official discussions the conference 
gave an excellent opportunity to meet BSCI members 
and to have an exchange of experience and views. The 
three countries India, China and Bangladesh which have 
representative offices in these sourcing places had own 
stalls for these purposes.

AIR, WIND AND AERODYN
IGEP was the supporting partner of the 'National 
Conference on Renewable Energy Potential in India – 
Clear Roadmap to Attract Investments' on 15th January, 
2015 at the PHD Chamber of Commerce in New Delhi. 

Mr. Upendra Tripathy, IAS, Secretary, Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy, Government of India was the Chief 
Guest for the conference. Mr. Tripathy informed 
everyone about the various policies and plans the 
government wants to bring in for the renewable energy 
sector in India. He stated that the government is willing 
to fully support the renewable energy industry and 
plans green energy corridors, solar parks and other such 
things to promote the renewable energy industry. He 
also mentioned that the renewable energy sector 
received considerable support from various multilateral 
and bilateral development financial institutions. During 
2014, the focus countries were Germany, US, Japan and 
China. The most notable renewable energy related 
development with Germany in recent times has been in 
the context of Green Energy Corridors project. In 
December 2014, Germany committed a funding of Euro 
500 million for this project under the Indo-German 
Bilateral Development Co-operation. There were a lot of 
queries raised to the secretary after his address. 

Dr. Dietrich Kebschull Chairman IGEP Consult and 
representative of Aerodyn delivered a keynote address 
to enthusiasts of renewable energy. He analysed 
renewable energies and reflected on how wind energy 
may influence the energy future of India.  Keeping in 
mind that coastal states have much to offer in terms of 
place, space, geography and technology, he said that 
Aerodyn with the support in engineering and design 
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IMT GLOBAL PARTNERS CONCLAVE 2015
Economic future of India may be rosy because the 
country has a large number of well trained business 
managers. They are trained very well in business schools. 
India has today a unique B- school culture. In addition to 
the B-schools of the famous universities it has the IIMs 
which are famous in the whole world because of their 
excellence.

In addition India has approximately 4000 private
B-schools. There is a lot of competition and it is not easy 
to be ranked among the first always. This however has 
been achieved by 'IMT (Institute of Management 
Technology), Ghaziabad'. In the past 10 years it was 
always among the top 5. It started with one campus in 
Ghaziabad and now has campuses in Hyderabad, 
Nagpur and Dubai as well.

IMT cooperates with a large number of B-schools around 
the world. Representatives of these schools from around 
the world met for the 'Global Partners Conclave' from 1st 
to 3rd February. The Partners Conclave is a unique 
opportunity for all the cooperating partner and non-
partner institutions of IMT to collaborate and get 
involved in mutual exchange of ideas and culture. It is 
meant to promote relationships, strengthen cultural 
bonding and increase exchange of students and faculty 
members. With its conferences, seminars and discussion 
sessions, the partners' conclave leaves its participants 
spellbound by the amount of knowledge and 

information that is exchanged. 

IGEP is closely associated with 
IMT and Dr. Kebschull often gives 
lectures to the students there as 
a visiting faculty. The Partners 
Conclave was attended by Dr. 
Kebschull along with Mrs. Sharda 
Subramaniam. Dr. Kebschull was 
a panellist for the first, second 
and third panel discussion. The 
panel discussions took place on 
the topics:

• Economic stability in times of turmoil - Lessons learnt?

• Purpose – the fifth 'P' of marketing?

• New I. C. T. trends and changing business landscape

• Jump the wall - A discussion on entrepreneurship

VISIT OF DR. KEBSCHULL TO KIEL
IGEP in cooperation with the Business Development and 
Technology Transfer Pvt. Ltd. of Schleswig-Holstein 
(WTSH) is working for supporting organizations, SMEs 
and large companies which are looking for expansion, 
joint ventures, partnerships, technology transfer with 
Indian partners.

Dr. Kebschull as head of the Schleswig-Holstein Business 
Centre visited Kiel twice in the months of February & 
June, 2015. He had one to one meetings with a big 
number of companies some of whom are already our 
pool members in the Schleswig-Holstein Business 
Centre.

Mr. Christian Decker organized all the meetings and 
interactions with a lot of companies like Herose GmbH, 
August Ernst GmbH, Heinrich Schuemann GmbH, 
Amedon, ABEL GmbH & Co Kg, Trios Mess-und 
Datentechnik GmbH, Opticus, Eschweiler GmbH, TDL 
Energie GmbH, Gabler, Meesenburg  and many more. 
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GERMANY A PROMISING MARKET FOR INDIAN 
EXPORTERS
In the month of May about fifty entrepreneurs met at 
FIEO's headquarters in Delhi to discuss the possibilities 
to increase trade between India and Germany. About 
thirty more participants from Mumbai attended the 
meeting via video conference. There was a broad 
agreement that Germany is a preferred partner of India 

and that the chances of more intensive relations have to 
be systematically used. The bilateral trade amount has 
crossed now the 20 billion Euro mark. But India's deficit is 
higher than ever before - around five billion! As keynote 
speaker Dr. Kebschull presented some proposals for 
improving the situation and how to establish more 
cooperation with German (SME) companies.

LECTURE FOR MANAGEMENT STUDENTS AT IMT IN 
GHAZIABAD
Dr. Kebschull gave a lecture to the 650 new management 
students of IMT, one of the leading Indian business 
schools. The message: Business today cannot only look 
for shareholder value, but has to take care for 
environment and social responsibility. It was 
encouraging to see that this and also Dr. Kebschull ideas 
of ethical business were well accepted. IGEP's relations 
with IMT have developed very well during the last years. 

BUSINESS VISITORS

WIEDEMANN TECHNIK'S INDIA VISIT
The delegation consisting of Mr. Jens Martin and Mr. 
Christoph Hermann Vagt of Wiedemann Technik visited 
India twice in the first six months of this year. They had a 
busy schedule with meetings and visits lined up in 
different states of India like Chandigarh, Gujarat, Delhi, 
U.P.  and many other places.

Mr. Martin and Mr. Vagt along with the IGEP team meet 
the top level management of Mother Dairy. The Mother 
Dairy officials said they have recently completed the 
construction of a plant in Etawah (Uttar Pradesh). They 
are coming up with a new plant and they will be 
requiring the drainage solution for that plant after 5-6 
months for which they will need Wiedemann Technik's 
expertise.
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The group also visited a Netherland based company's 
factory. They inspected the factory construction site in 
Chandigarh. The purpose of the visit was to get the 
correct Amul traps (Amul traps are used as drainage 
points in dairy and allied industries) supplied by 
Wiedemann Technik installed properly. The traps had to 
be fit in the ground and welded. Mr. Martin and Mr. Vagt 
supervised the entire process of fitting, cutting and 
welding. They guided the local technicians. Mr. 
Mazumdar our civil engineer, who has worked in 
Germany for many years, gave his expert advice in the 
installation process. 

SERVICE  FOR PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL CLIENTS
Tailor made assistance to its customers has been  a basic  
principle of IGEP from 1988 onwards. After first contact 
and advisory meetings, working out a market study and 
proposing a strategy for their individual and specific  
business it is of high importance that the foreign 
customers come to India. They have to see themselves 
the business environment, meet their potential partners 
and contact associations, chambers and government 
authorities. The respective plans and appointments are 
prepared by IGEP. The visitors are always accompanied 
and their findings are jointly discussed later. After the 
business has been started more visits with special 
objectives are organized

In this context many visitors came to India during the last 
months. Apart from companies who are already in the 

Schleswig-Holstein Business Centre these were 
representatives of retail trade, software, academic 
institutes and from the leather, garment and stone 
sector. Also Mr. Decker from the WTSH in Kiel  came for 
discussion of ongoing and future activities  

LOOM INSPECTION
Rugmark Loom inspections are carried out by the 
Rugmark inspection team consisting of Mr. S. K. Maurya, 
Mr. R. S. Singh and Mr. Sanjeev Mishra. The team inspects 
the carpet looms as per the loom lists provided by the 
Rugmark exporters. It visits the looms and conducts the 
inspection without prior announcement. While 
inspecting the looms they check for the following:

• Child labour: On reaching the loom shed the team 
first checks whether there is any child working on
the loom.

• Marking of looms: Every loom is marked. The 
inspectors put a mark on the Rugmark loom so that it 
can always be identified.

· Loom details: The loom size, number of looms and 
sheds, type of loom (frame/pit) etc. all open relevant 
details are noted down . 

· Carpet details: The carpet size, design, quality, type
of wool being used and the carpet woven at the time 
of inspection are all documented.

• Weavers details: The name of all the weavers who are 
weaving at the time of the inspection and their age is 
noted down .

• Wages:  The weavers are asked to give their wages. 
This is to safeguard that the minimum wages fixed by  
the government are really paid in cash. Paying of the 
remuneration in kind  is not permitted. If the weavers 
are  getting their payments on the basis of square feet 
woven or on any other basis, this is then recalculated  
into the equivalent of daily or weekly wages

• Order Slip: For a proper documentation the loom 
owner has to present  the order slip which he must 
have received from the company which is responsible 
for carrying out the export order.

• Exporter:  The loom owner in this context also gives 
information about the exporter and the number, size 
and quality of carpets which he is making. This is 
controlled  then with the exporter resp. the 
manufacturer who supplies to the exporter.

NEWS FROM RUGMARK
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In addition, after the loom inspection regular meetings 
take place with manufacturers/exporters. Here always 
the findings and results of the loom inspections are 
discussed. If there have been minor mistakes a corrective 
action is agreed and controlled then accordingly. The 
presence of child labour, however, always means that 
buyers have to be informed and orders may be 
cancelled, if no convincing evidence is available that this 
was not known to the exporter/ manufacturer, that it has 
been  immediately stopped and cannot happen again.    

The loom inspectors at present cover the federal states 
of Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Bihar and 
Gujarat where carpet weaving is going on. Loom 
inspection is a tedious job as the inspectors have to 
answer all the queries of the villagers. They have always 
to explain the purpose of their visit to get the villagers 
cooperating with them. Also, while clicking 
photographs of the weavers special permission has to be 
sought in case the weavers are females. 

The permanent task is to inspect the looms and also to 
spread awareness against child labour to assure child 
rights and to take care of socially compliant working 
conditions. Apart from loom inspection the Rugmark 
team also carries out village surveys in the carpet area.  
They collect information about all aspects of the life and 
the concerns of the villagers. Information mainly comes 
from the villagers but also from the village headman. In 
addition to the basic needs also the concerns like poor 
electricity supply, communication, drinking water, road 
connectivity, health and irrigation are collected and 
discussed with the responsible government bodies. 

DOMOTEX FAIR 2015
Year after year, Hannover's Domotex fair is the sought 
after destination for trends and lifestyle solutions. Be it 
floor coverings or carpets, tapestry or mats, throw rugs 
or runners, the styles matter. As a four day event, 
Domotex has the presence of buyers and decision 

later 

• Unlisted looms: Emphasis is always on the listed 
looms - in line with the information given by the 
supplier/exporter. If there are other looms in the same 
place which are doing carpet weaving, they are also 
checked. All details mentioned before are collected 
and documented. They are used in case of any unclear 
situation. In addition, the respective exporter will be 
contacted to find out why he is not using Rugmark for 
proof of clean production and no child labour.

• Other social standards: Wherever possible the 
inspectors also check other social standards - 
according to the comprehensive systems like ISES 
2020 and BSCI. This is done in factories where the 
finishing of the carpets is made and in places where 
the whole production is under one roof. 
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Colour Contest organized by Kalabharati Child Art Institute, 
Aurangabad (Maharashtra) this year.
Mukesh Kumar Uraon had excelled in sports. He has been 
selected as a student of the Army school.
Manoj Kumar Rai was selected as a student of Masters in Arts 
at Chitrakoot, Viklang Vishwa Vidyalaya
Pankaj Kumar Kol cleared an entrance examination of a 
polytechnic college after completion of class XII 
examination

India is one of the largest producers and exporters of 
granite in the world. With a market that has grown and 
modernized successfully since the early 1970's, the 
Indian granite industry is a world renowned supplier and 
manufacturer of granite countertops, statues, 
monuments and memorials. Germany is the biggest 
European buyer of natural stones and stone 
monuments, especially of granite from India.

However, exports and the related employment generating 
opportunities for thousands of workers and their families 
are in danger, because it is alleged that granite monuments 
etc. are made with child labour. To avoid setbacks and losses 
to the trade, IGEP developed an appropriate control of 
certification strategy against these claims.

The respective activities are done in strong cooperation 
with the Indian suppliers and their associations as well as 
with German/European  importers and associations. The 
controls comprise the whole so-called value chain - from 
the stone quarries and the transport to the 
manufacturing units, incl. packaging, and transport to 
the place of shipment.

All inspections are unannounced. They take place at 
least two times per year. As in the case of other auditing 
activities special emphasis is given to social support of 
the poor and of children. More details are given on our 
websites: 

Glimpse of Inspections in Stone Sector

CERTIFICATION OF NATURAL STONES FROM INDIA

www.igep-zertifikation-natursteine.org and 
www.igep.org

makers, exporters and trendsetters, architects and 
interior design professionals. The show is organized by 
Deutsche Messe AG.

Domotex 2015 attracted the largest numbers of visitors 
and of participating countries, staged in a total of 12 
halls, making it the world's biggest display of carpets and 
floor coverings. 1,323 exhibitors from 63 different 
countries were present to demonstrate their creativity 
and skill. India had a record participation of 309 
participants.

Today carpets are no longer treated as luxury. They 
portray the taste of the users. The tales of hand tufted 
and woven knots can be seen as insignias in the trade 
fair. Carpets, textile floor covering options, wooden and 
parquet flooring and floor lamination are some of the 
main items exhibited at the show. The latest market 
trends and patterns are closely deliberated upon by the 
industry professionals attending the event. 

Sharing the experience of the visit, the representative of 
the Floor Forum International, Belgium said “Domotex in 
Hannover is the world's top carpet and floor covering 
exhibition and now enjoyed another successful showing. 
With 45,000 visitors from 80 different countries, the 
figures did not disappoint. However, it was the 
outstanding quality of the visitors and the budding 
optimism of professional visitors and buyers which 
delighted the exhibitors.” Another exhibitor at the fair, Mr.  
Amr Zien El-Abdin, Artwork Director, Oriental Weavers 
Egypt, Cairo/Egypt said "We are one of the biggest 
exhibitors at DOMOTEX and have been coming here since 
the event was first launched. It is, quite simply, the most 
important market-place for us. Nowhere else in the world 
is there such an international meeting-place for our 
industry”. Dr. Kebschull spent two days at the fair and 
interacted intensively with exhibitors, buyers and officials.

NEWS FROM RUGMARK  BALASHRAYA
2014 will soon fade in history. But for the students of 
Rugmark it has been a memorable year.  Some examples:
• Tejaswini Prakash received a government scholarship for 

higher studies.
• Four Balashraya girl students received scholarships from 

Union Bank of India 
• Surendra Aggrawal of New Agrawal Medicals  gave 

blankets as gifts to the students of Rugmark
• Indian Silks cheered students with school uniforms.
• Shri Asharam Gupta of Persian Carpets appreciates the 

students of Rugmark Balashraya on 26 January and 15 
August every year

2014 PARTICIPATION AND COMPETITIONS
Students of Rugmark participated in the National Level 
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STONE MART 2015 AT JAIPUR
IGEP participated in “India Stonemart” which was held on 
29 Jan till 01 Feb 2015. It is now traditionally one of the 
Indian stone industry's most important meetings. 
Exhibited are all types of natural stone products, stone 
quarry and mining equipment, stone cutting equipment, 
stone craft items, sorting & packaging facilities and many 
more. Buyer-seller meets, special networking meets, 
country specific pavilions as well as special theme based 
pavilions form special highlights of the event. Right from 
exporters to associations and government agencies, all 
come to this event to network, procure stocks at 
unimaginably low prices as well as explore business 
opportunities with international buyers. A show with 
international reach and unhindered media attention! 
Business growth comes guaranteed as result for the 
regular participants.

From left to right: Mr. Ulrich Metzler (Klöpfer & Partner GmbH),
Dr. Dietrich Kebschull (IGEP), Mr. Jörg Hahn (Stein-und Bildhauerei),

Mr. Veeramani (GemGranites) and Mr. Fritz Sill (Bildungswerk Nordrhein).

STONE + TEC NÜRNBERG 2015
For the fourth time in a row IGEP had a stall at the Stone + 
Tec Nürnberg 2015. This is one of the leading 
International trade fairs in natural stones and stone 
processing technology. It was held from 13 to 16 May. 
The world's fifth largest event in the stone industry drew 
around 20, 000 trade visitors to the Exhibition Centre in 
Nuremberg, where they learned about the latest 
offerings of 446 companies in the three main exhibition 
segments of natural stone, technology and gravestones.

Most of the trade visitors – in particular stonemasons, 
natural stone dealers, tile setters, garden designers and 
landscapers as well as architects – came to Nuremberg 
from the core area of Stone + tec: Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland, Netherlands, Italy and other neighbouring 
European countries. The list of exhibitors was led by 
Germany, followed by China, Italy, Portugal, Spain, 
Austria, Egypt, India and Turkey.

The trade fair proved to be a good interactive place 
which generated a positive response. Most of the 
companies had good number of visitors. IGEP 
represented by Sukrit Sharma and Dr. Kebschull used the 
fair for strengthining contacts with the stone industry 
and informing about reliable store certification - for 
stones without child labour.
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SOCIAL PROJECTS

IGEP uses all its surpluses for improving the life of poor children and their families. The respective projects aim
at the benefit of underprivileged and often neglected sections of the society. The focus is on education and 
vocational training, as well as health care facilities. You can get an impression about these activities on the
facebook page of our schools facebook l inks https://www.facebook.com/IGEP.Gurgaon and 
https://www.facebook.com/rugmarkfoundation. The social audit activities are conceptualized in a way that the 
participating manufacturers, exporters and importers give a very small percentage of the fees for social purposes. 
This was first done in the early nineties in the Rugmark scheme which guaranteed “hand-made carpets without child 
labour”. Till today Rugmark finances seven schools in the triangle Varanasi - Bhadohi - Mirzapur with 2421 students 
enrolled currently. In addition, health care programmes are carried out. A special role is played by the German 
Federation of Natural Stone Manufacturrers (VDNV). IGEP functions over all the years as the secretariat and 
administrative office of Rugmark. 

THE LITTLE KEB SCHOOL‘S
In Neb Sarai (New Delhi) another social project "The Little Keb School" was established in 2003 as a private initiative of 
Dr. Kebschull's family members and their friends. It first dealt with fighting tuberculosis and particularly assisting the 
families of migrant workers. Because of its good work it has been supported by the Rotary Clubs of Delhi Midtown and 
Gelsenkirchen in Germany. Also companies involved in the natural stone business partnered with this school. 

The Little Keb School therefore became the reference project for three more schools, a small health centre and 
vocational training activities in the mica mining areas of Jharkhand. The pharmaceutical company Merck from 
Germany agreed to follow the IGEP concept of helping the poor in these simple ways. The schools are near the cities of 
Koderma and Giridih in the villages of Panchrukhi, Barkitand and Sapahi.

For details please look at the websites IGEP (www.igep.org), Rugmark (www.rugmarkindia.org) and the Little Keb 
School (http://www.igep.org/KB/index.html) 

A glimpse of the Little Keb Schools in Neb Sarai, New Delhi and Tisri, Jharkhand
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EDUCATION ON WHEELS PROJECT
SUPPORTED BY: IGEP IN COLLABORATION WITH VDNV
Facilitating education to the children of migrant labourers is important because these children are often forgotten. In 
a bid to make education accessible for all children of migrant labourers, IGEP partnered with Sukarya and introduced 
Education on Wheels. As the name suggests, Education on wheels (EOW) is a unique program where the school 
comes at the doorsteps of the students. EOW is a well-equipped bus with computers, TV and other essential 
education related materials. This unique and innovative model in education is introduced in order to reach out to the 
children living in vulnerable conditions directly from slum areas with no access of education and learning 
environment. The project is innovative in its approach by providing multi grade teaching, in which children of 
different age groups and levels of learning are taught together by experienced teachers who use special methods 
and techniques to make learning enjoyable.

On 9th January 2015, inauguration ceremony was done. There are two sessions, NFE & Remedial Sessions: The 
sessions started from 12 January 2015.  At presence the classes are done at two locations.

Bus return to Sukarya after field activities Children learning AlphabetsBus in Saraswati Kunj

An activity in the classA girl stepping in at Saraswati Kunj SlumA boy & a girl stepping in
at Saraswati Kunj Slum

EOW Bus moving for
Saraswati Kunj Slum, Gurgaon I have done the Counting Ma'am I will tell ABCD
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VISUAL GALLERY 
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